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HERBERT BERRY

A London Plague Bill for 1592, C
and Goodwyffe Hurde

the stone work of Park Farmhouse in Kingsdon, near Somerton,

On the Somerset. December
Somerset.
stonePartsworkof thePartshouse12,wereof ofbuilt1992,in theParknineteenth
the a house
century,builder Farmhouse were found built in two Kingsdon, in small the nineteenth pieces near of Somerton, paper century, in
parts a century or so earlier, and parts much earlier. It is the residence of
Michael and Susan Trees, who were in the midst of a thorough refurbishment of it. The pieces of paper were together behind the skirting board along
a passageway on the first floor, on the inside of the east wall of the house. The

builder thought the writing on them was in a foreign language. One is a
rectangular strip about 93//' x 3 Vs", and it is roughly as it was when somebody
wrote on it. The other is an irregular fragment, about 45/s" x 3/2", of a much

larger sheet, perhaps 9" x 7", that was torn more or less into quarters, of
which the fragment is one.
On one side of the strip is a manuscript weekly plague bill for the City of
London. On the back, in another hand, is a summary of plague statistics for

the week beginning September 14, 1592, and a scribbled note to "Crich"
signed "your fellow William Rixton." The plague bill must be for the same
week as the summary, because the numbers in the two correspond, and the
note implicitly refers to both. The plague bill is, it seems, the fourth known
to survive for London up to 1603 and the only one from 1536 or so to 1603. It
is also the only one in private hands.1 More important, it provides the first
reliable city-wide details so far discovered about the major London plague of
I592-

The oldest of the previously known London plague bills is for the week
from "the xvjth day of November vnto the xxiij day of the same month" in, it

seems, 1532; it is at the British Library, Egerton Ms. 2603, no. 4. The other
i. See F. P. Wilson, The Plague in Shakespeare's London (Oxford 1927), pp. 191-92: Ian
Sutherland, "When Was the Great Plague," in Population and Social Change, ed. D. V. Glass and
Roger Revelle (New Haven, 1972), pp. 316-17, and Paul Slack, The Impact of Plague in Tudor and
Stuart England (London, 198$), p. 150. From 1603 onward many plague bills survive, most of
them printed as broadsides.
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4 English Literary Renaissance

two are kept together at the Public Record Office, S.P. i/49/f
one is for the eight days from August 6 to 14, 1535, and the ot
week from August 5 to 12 in, perhaps, 1 536. 2 In addition to these

for the City of London, two survive for the four parishes in
Westminster. Both belong to the Marquess of Salisbury and are

Cecil Papers at Hatfield House: the first is for the week from Sept

9, 1575, the second for that from November 15 to 22, 1582 (
203/48).
The fragment is the upper left part and perhaps about half of a letter
addressed to "Goodwyffe Hurde." It is in the handwriting of William Rixton, although a more sophisticated version of it than that of the summary
and note. The rector of Kingsdon at the time, and since 1588, was Ralph
Rixton. He would soon marry Elizabeth Shrigley there (on November 6,
1592) and would remain rector until he died in 1626. 3

If the strip and the fragment belong to one another because of William
Rixton's handwriting, they belong to one another even more because of the
people to whom the note and the letter are addressed. "Crich" and "Goodwyffe Hurde" created an event in 1592 and 1593 that must have been part of

2. See Wilson, pp. 191-92, and Charles Creighton, A History of Epidemics in Britain (Cambridge, Eng., 1891-1894), I, 295-98. Because the two plague bills at the Public Record Office
(hereafter PRO) are for nearly the same periods in August and are similar in handwriting, paper,
and method, and because one clearly belongs to 1535, Wilson and Creighton made both belong
to 1535. The very different numbers in them, however, suggest that they do not belong to the
same year.

The lord mayor of London evidently sent the second (fols. 223-26) to Thomas Cromwell. It
mentions 152 deaths of which 105 were of plague, and it includes ninety-eight parishes, infected
and clear. Its heading reads, "The xiiij day of Auguste," and a note at the end in a different hand

reads, "from the vjth day of this monthe of August/to the xiiijth day/which be viij dayes
complete." The note concludes, "this day Senyght yor Mastership shalbe certify ed of the
nomber that shall chance to departe in the mean tyme" and is signed, "Yors as y am bound John

Champeneys." He is identified in yet another hand as "The Mayer of london," as he was in
August 1535 and no other August (see John Stow, A Survay of London, ed. H. B. Wheatley
[London, 1965], p. 469). In 1535, August 14 was a Saturday.
The first (fols. 219-21) is headed, "ffrome ye vth day of august vn to yc xij day of august." It
says that thirty-one people died of plague during the week and the same number of other causes,

but the list mentions only twenty-two of other causes (= fifty-three altogether). It includes 102
parishes, infected and clear. It must have come from the lord mayor's office during the same era
as the other, and the mayor may well have sent it to Cromwell, but its numbers suggest a year

other than 1535 - perhaps 1536, when August 5 and 12 were Saturdays.
The days mentioned in the bill in the Egerton MS., November 16 and 23, were Saturdays in
1532.

3. Somerset Incumbents, ed. F. W. Weaver (Bristol, 1889), p. 118, and the parish registers of
Kingsdon, which are at the Somerset Record Office (hereafter SRO) in Taunton. The relevant
volumes are D/P/kingsd 2/1 /1-2. I allow the date alone to show where marriages, baptisms,
and burials are in the registers, but for other information, all of which comes from 2/ 1 / 1, 1 give

the number of the appropriate folio.
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the lore of the village for many years.

neatly bracket the event not only in the n
its chronology that someone probably put

a commemoration secretly awaiting th

find them.

William Rixton wrote his note on the
issuing of the bill on September 21 - sa
was in London. Crich was evidently in

London. Rixton began his note by saying t

with "bills enclosd," presumably weekl
left London, and, "Contrary to" his "
Rixton then reported four pieces of news

friends in London "are in healthe god b

law courts "is proclamd to begin the 27th o

the month as usual. Rixton and his frie

by reson of the sicknes." The plague "is no

alleys, in which two more children have
he began, by admonishing Crich for no

think themselves "fforgotten of' him, yet

Comendacions . "

If Crich had many friends in London who expected him to stay in touch
with them, he had been no casual visitor to the city and had lived there for

some time. If, moreover, Rixton had sent three weekly plague bills after
Crich 's departure and before the bill for the week beginning September 14,
Crich had left London for Kingsdon in mid- August 1592. The doings inhibited by the plague were mainly public gatherings - especially in playhouses,
which the authorities had closed on June 23 because of a riot and then kept

closed because of the plague until December 29.
Rixton's signing himself "your fellow" suggests that he, Crich, and their
friends belonged to a formal society in London. That could have been one of
the inns of Chancery, which were societies of lawyers and law students much
resorted to by young men from the shires in search of a profession and ready
access to the amusements of the city. Rixton, Crich, and friends evidently did

not belong to one of the more pretentious legal societies, the inns of court
(the Middle and Inner Temples, Lincoln's and Gray's Inns), whose admis-

sions books survive and mention neither a suitable Crich nor a William
Rixton.4

4. Register of Admissions to the Honourable Society of the Middle Temple, ed. H. A. C. Sturgess

(London, 1949); Students Admitted to the Inner Temple 1547-1660, ed. W. H. Cooke (London,
1878); Records of the Honourable Society of Lincoln's Inn. Admissions (London, 1896); The Register of

Admissions to Gray's Inn, 1521-1881, ed. Joseph Foster (London, 1889). For the closing of the
playhouses, see Acts of the Privy Council of England, 1591- 92, p. 550, and Henslowe's Diary, ed.

R. A. Foakes and R. T. Rickert (Cambridge, Eng., 1961), pp. 19, 283-85.
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6 English Literary Renaissance
Rixton was also in London when he wrote to Goodwife Hurde. She had

written to him urgently from Kingsdon asking him to send her expensive
material for clothing, her letter carried to London by a Kingsdon man of
middle years, Edmund Masters. In his reply, Rixton told her what he had
sent, evidently by Masters, and how much it had cost. Presumably he was to

be, or had already been, reimbursed. The material included three yards of
"fine blaļck]" something, two yards of something else at least part of which

was also fine and black, and bugle lace, which is lace into which glass beads
or small tubes have been worked for dramatic effect. She had probably
bought seven or eight yards of material and paid £3 7s. and some pence for it.

The individual prices mentioned come to £2 9s. 5d., so that items worth
about 1 8s. were mentioned in the parts of the letter that do not survive.

The lady's material was expensive, costing several hundred pounds in the
money of today. The amount of material and money suggest that the lady
had in mind dressing one person for an unexpected and quite formal occasion
a few weeks hence (since the material had to be made up) for which black was
a suitable color.

For his fellow, Crich, Rixton used everyday English words throughout,
but for Goodwife Hurde he used five Latin words to replace obvious English

expressions, all abbreviated and all but one very unusual in English prose:
1. in line 2, a mostly perished letter, which could be "a" (as in "as" in the same line),

followed by "tQ" and a mark like a comma, could signify "atque" (and so) or
perhaps "atqui" (nevertheless), since "Q" and such a mark are a Latin abbreviation

for "que" and, perhaps, "qui";5
2. in line 3, "Instr," probably with an abbreviation sign over it, must be an abbreviation for a Latin word used in law and later generally, "instanter" (urgently);
3. in line 3, "p" with an abbreviation sign under it is the customary abbreviation for

"per" (by);
4, 5. in lines 5 and 6, "qz" and "aqz" are probably inadequate and perhaps homemade
abbreviations for, as one might guess, "quibuscum" (with some) and "aliquibuscum" (with others), or just "quibus" and "aliquibus" with "cum" understood,
because "q" is a reasonable abbreviation for "qui" and "z" is sometimes a sign for
general abbreviation and often for "us" in the "ibus" of dative and ablative plurals
("quibus" and "aliquibus" would be ablative plurals here).

Rixton evidently thought Goodwife Hurde a lady to whom he should
seem learned and formal, perhaps because she had couched her letter to him

in that way. One might compare the manner of Rixton's remark about the
lady's correspondence, "yor lettre dated instanter p er Edmonde Masters,"
with that of his remark about Crich 's non-correspondence, "I never Could
5. For this abbreviation and others involving "q," see Adriano Cappelli, Dizionario di
Abbreviature Latine ed Italiane (Milan, 1979), PP- 300-02, 304, andL. C. Hector, The Handwriting
of English Documents (London, 1966), p. 32.
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receave any one letter from you sence y
literate, or Rixton assumed she was, as m

may have been a bluestocking. Her father,
since he was to sign his will with his mark
II

Crich was Francis Creech. He was baptized at Kingsdon on April 15, 1569,
the second son of John Criche, ten of whose children were baptized there
from 1559 to 1583. The family name was spelled in many ways: having
begun as Criche, Francis became, among other things, no doubt, Chreeche,
then Chreche, and finally Creech. In the autumn of 1592, he was twentythree years old and probably a bachelor, since up to that time no Francis
Creech was married, no wife of one was buried, and no children of one were

baptized or buried at Kingsdon.
Goodwife Hurde was born Mary Rode in, as one may guess, 1558 to
1560, the daughter and eventually heiress of Henry Rode of Mudford, a
village some seven or eight miles southeast of Kingsdon.6 Her family name
appears as Rod, Rodde, and finally Rode. She married John Hurde at Kingsdon on January 25, 1578, when she was probably eighteen to twenty years
old. He was a few days from his thirty-fourth birthday (he was baptized at

Kingsdon on February 7, 1544), and he was the eldest son and heir of

Thomas Hurde. The Hurdes were millers and farmers, whose name was also

spelled in many ways, but in the 1590s as Hurde and later as Hurd. John
owned a windmill on Kingsdon Hill as well as a farm in Kingsdon, and he
had an interest in two watermills near Glastonbury, about ten miles north of

Kingsdon.7 She bore him five children baptized at Kingsdon: Judith (October 31, 1578), William (July 22, 1580), Francis (September 28, 1582), Joan

(January 15, 1585), and Mary (November 12, 1587). He was buried on
March 2, 1588, aged forty-four, not in the churchyard but in the church
at Kingsdon, for which privilege he directed his widow to pay the church

6s. 8d.

John Hurde was a man of substance. In his will he left his younger
daughters, Joan and Mary, £50 each and his eldest, Judith (whom he probably expected his wife to assist), £40 for their portions. He left his son William
his leases on his farm in Kingsdon and on "Nithe" (village pasture land called
6. One can only guess at Mary Rode 's age because the parish registers of Mudford, where she
should have been baptized, do not begin until 1 563 . She could not have been born much before
1558 because she bore children until 1602, nor much after 1560 because she married in 1578.

7. PRO, Req. 2/223/38 and/218/35, lawsuits of 1578-1579 in which Johns sister-in-law
accused him of acquiring the mills near Glastonbury from his late brother George by sharp
practice.
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"Ney then" in 1 587 and now "Nidens"), and he left his son Francis

the windmill on Kingsdon Hill. He was also a deeply pious man
of life as "this miserable vale" and marveled "howe Longe it hathe

grace [God] to suffer me sinfully Living . . . without any sud
owte of the said vale." He left his wife nothing, but especially
was much younger than he, she would have had a competent j
did not call her "beloved," as men often called wives in wills (s
"Marye my Wyfe"), and he avoided making her his executrix
William, was to be executor when he was twenty-one years o
1601). In the meantime the widow was to have the income of t

provide "Livings and goods" for the Hurde children while they wer

and to pay her husband's debts and legacies. This arrangement
meant that she was executrix in fact if not in name. There wer

five overseers, including his brother, Thomas; his brother-in-law,
vell; and his father-in-law, Henry Rode; and on June 11, 1588, it w

who proved the will as executor during the minority of William
The widow Hurde was thirty-two to thirty-four years old in th
of 1592. She had been a wife for ten years and a widow for four a
She was the mother of five children, one of whom, Francis, s
buried at Kingsdon, on August 31, 1592.
Creech and she fell into a love affair during that autumn, so tha
she lost one Francis and gained another within a few weeks.
pregnant late in November or early in December 1592.
At about the same time, her brother-in-law, Thomas Hurde,

Hurdes therefore petitioned for a change in the administrati

Hurde's will. They wanted Beavell to be executor during her son's m

so that her husband's goods could be administered, as they sa
tenorem testamenri." On March 22, 1593, the probate court a
widow promptly objected, however, and she won. Two and a
later, on April 10, the court annulled its former decision and m
executrix during her son's minority.

She and Creech then married at Kingsdon on April 26, 1593.
Hurde had probably made her urgent request for expensive clo

lace in late March or early April 1 $93 so that she could marry Cree

The wedding must have been notable. The groom was a bachelo
or so past his twenty-fourth birthday. The bride was nine to e

older, the mother of the heir of a well-to-do family and three oth
children, in mourning for a fifth child and a brother-in-law, and
8. PRO, PROB, i i/72/fols. 322V-23. Another of the overseers was the rector

Nicholas Whitehalke, who died later in the year. "Ni the," curiously, now belong

but during the first half of this century belonged to another (I am indebted her

farmer, Mr. Alan Whitehead; see also VCH, Somerset, III, 112, 116).
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pregnant with her sixth child. The entry of

follows the formula customary then at

must have sighed as he wrote it: "ffrancis
hurd viduam xxvj Aprilis," 1593. Their ch

don on August 23 following. One of Fr
(baptized November 15, 1573) was a Henr

Another of her Hurde children, Mary, wa
ber 1593. The Creeches had five more child
ber 7, 1595, and buried the same day), Ed

6, 1598), James (October 9, 1600), and Ar
August 27, 1606). Mary Creech had eleve
When William Hurde arrived at his twent
did not rush to become his father's executo
Hurde properties. He waited until April 160
least, Francis Creech, his wife, and the H
amicable family.
The history of Francis Creech may well h
note and the entries in the parish register
a village youth who went to London to imp
legal profession. After some plague-fre

native village when the plague of 159

became concerned about it on August 13
1 592, he fell in with an older and social

have known for much of his life, Mary Hu
partly because his experience in London ha

the youth who had gone there some tim

married her, and having abandoned whatev
September 1592, spent the rest of his life
1 593 had tarnished his reputation in the vi

he was made churchwarden there (fol. 33

Mary Creech's father died in the spring o

and leaving her all his lands except one p
husband for his life.11 She died in Octo

sixty-eight, and was buried on the 30th wi

at Kingsdon. A tombstone of the local b
commemorate the two of them and plac
their grave, in the southwest corner of

9. This and the two other probate acts are recorde
John Hurde's will. For this one, "Aprilis" and "16

month is not.

10. Acts of the Privy Council of England, 1592, p. 118.

ii. PRO, PROB.11/133/fol. 221, proved by Mary Creech, March 26, 1619.
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said not a word of Francis Creech. Her burial and the placing of
stone were probably the work of her son, William Hurd, who
church ios. in 1627 (fol. 45). 12

Curiously, the tombstone survives and is completely legible, th

such at Kingsdon by at least a hundred years. It was removed to the
1843 after the church had been repaved13 and is still there, fastened

south wall. It reads,
WS

IOHANNES HVRDE FI=
LIVS PRIMO-GENI =
TVS THOMLE HVRDE
SEPVLTVS FVIT MAR=

Til 2do ANNO DOMINI 1587(78]
MARIA VXOR EIVS SE=
PVLTA FVIT OCTOB:

30mo ANNO DOMINI
1626

The "WS" is followed by a St Andrew's cross. It signifies, probably, the man

who carved the stone. He may have been William Squier, who was in the
church at the time making the pulpit still in use and providing "hangers of ye

doore" (fol. 45).
Francis Creech was buried at Kingsdon on September 13, 1638, aged
sixty-nine. Just before him in the list of burials is his stepson, William Hurd.
The date of that burial was left blank, but it must have occurred after the date

of the previous entry, May 29, 1638, and before September 13. Hurd was
aged fifty-seven or fifty-eight. He left his widow, Joan, and his son, Thomas,
as his executors, and they proved his will on October 17, 1638. This Thomas
may have been the elder of the two Thomas Hurds of Kingsdon, father and
12. In the 1620s and 1630s people usually paid 6s. 8d. (half a mark) for burials in the church,
as John Hurde had in 1588 (fols. 44V, 47V, 48V, 49, 50, 51). Perhaps they paid more if the burial
involved the placing of a large tombstone.
13. The tombstone and parish register establish that the Mary Hurde, widow, who married
Francis Creech, and the Mary Hurde, widow ofjohn Hurde, were the same person. For the lady
buried on October 30, 1626, is the wife of Francis Creech in the register and ofjohn Hurde on

the tombstone. A note in the register among nineteenth-century burials (SRO, D/P/kingsd
2/1/3) quotes the tombstone and describes it as "a flat stone in the pavement of the S. W corner of

the Southern transept; when the church was repaved the Stone was thrown out, but on Rector's
return from abroad in 1843 was brought into the Vestry & there fastened for a time." The rector

was Peter Hansell, who may have been abroad while committing "fornication and incontinence" with Susannah Woods, a parishioner, from December 1, 1842, to June 1, 1843, for which

he was suspended seven years from September 2, 1844 (SRO, D/D/Bd 1). The tombstone was
left rough at the sides and back.
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son, who were fined for royalist activity in

have been the Thomas Hurd who at the bottom of the tombstone is said in

English and different lettering to have joined John and Mary Hurde in the
grave in 1690. He would have been Mary Hurde's great grandson.
The Hurdes, Creeches, and Masters were all sprawling Kingsdon families
who appear in the parish registers, which begin in 1538, from 1540 (Hurde
and Masters), and 1559 (Creech) onward. John Hurde 's father, Thomas, had
married Joan Wyten (Whiting) in Kingsdon on April 15, 1543, had eleven
children baptized there from 1544 to 1565, and was buried there on May 24,
1574. Edmund Masters, baptized at Kingsdon on August 3, 1551, was the
first of the nine children ofjohn Masters who were baptized there. Five of his
own children were also baptized there from 1576 to 1585. He was forty-two
years old when he carried messages for Goodwife Hurde to London, and he
could have been the man of the name buried at Kingsdon on November 7,
1637, when he would have been eighty-six years old.
The odds against two such closely related pieces of paper getting into the
same place in the wall of Park Farmhouse by some accident of wind or bad
housekeeping should be enormous. Someone must have put them there
deliberately, playing a game with the unknowable like the person who seals a
message into a bottle and throws the bottle into the sea. Who would have put
them there and when? The best candidate may be Mary Hurde herself in
1593, before she got used to being Mary Creech and mothered six Creech
children. Presumably she would then have been living in Park Farmhouse.
Whoever played the game there would be satisfied with its result. For if it is
curious that Mary Hurde's tombstone is the earliest surviving legible one at
Kingsdon by a century and more, it is almost uncanny that a workman
should find the pieces of paper four hundred years, possibly to the day, after
Francis Creech and she conceived their first child.

Ill

The plague bill is a list of the thirty-five parishes in which people had died of
plague during the week of September 14 to 21, together with the number of

people who had died of plague in each. All the parishes are within the
twenty-six wards of the City of London, including South wark (which had
14. Frederick Brown, Abstracts of Somersetshire Wills (London, 1888), second series, p. 112.
Kingsdon people could probate wills in either the Prerogative Court of Canterbury, like John
Hurde, or in the courts of the Bishop of Bath and Wells. Most of the wills probated in the
bishop s courts, presumably like Mary and Francis Creech's, were destroyed in the bombing of
Exeter in 1942, but some survive because they were elsewhere, and abstracts of others, like
William Hurd's, survive in Brown's volumes. For the fines, see Calendar of the Proceedings of the
Committee for Compounding, III, 1722.
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joined the City as the twenty-sixth ward in 1550). None is in the

Westminster or the suburbs in Middlesex.

At the time city officials announced weekly and annually how many
people had died of all causes and how many of plague. In his summary on the
back of the bill, Rixton noted, as the bill does not, that 377 people had died
that week of all causes. He had seen, evidently, a fuller version of the week's
figures than his bill contains. He also noted that 183 had died of plague, as, no

doubt, his bill once showed, and that seventy-four parishes were "Cleare of
the plague" and thirty-five "infeckted." Since the bill says nothing of parishes
clear of the plague, Rixton knew that the official weekly listing included 109

parishes, as it had done from at least 1582 and would continue to do until
1603, when the number rose at first to 112 and then, in July and August, to
119, 120, and finally 121. 15
His noting that 183 people had died of plague enables one to comment on

those bits of the bill that have perished. The number for the parish of St.
Bartholomew the Less is missing altogether, and the numbers for three
others, St. Giles, Cripplegate, St. Swithin, London Stone, and St. Thomas,
South wark, are incomplete. Because the complete numbers add up to 162,
the numbers for these four should add up to twenty-one. All the numbers

were expressed as lower case Roman numerals, and "i" at the end of a
number was written as "j." The number for St. Giles begins with an "x" and
after two or more letters concludes with a "j," hence probably thirteen (xiij)

or fourteen (xiiij). The number for St. Swithin survives as a dot over a
missing "i" or "j" at the beginning, so that the number was one to four (j-iiij)
or nine (ix). That for St Thomas survives as "ii" at the beginning, so that the

number was three (iij) or four (iiij). The following guesses about these
numbers, therefore, should not be far wrong:
St. Bartholomew the Less, 3
St. Giles, Cripplegate, 13
St. Swithin, London Stone, 2
St. Thomas, Southwark, 3

15. The printed list of parishes and plague deaths for 1 582 counted 109 parishes in city wards

within and without the walls, and, according to John Bell, lists in 1594 and until 1603 also
counted 109. He explained confusingly, but the broadsides that printed the plague bills of 1603
explained better, the adding of other parishes in 1603. Confusion arose partly because of
hesitation to count Bridewell precinct and the pesthouse (both added in 1603) as parishes. By
1665 the number of parishes counted had risen to 130. See The Number of all those that Hath Dyed
in the Citie of London, & the Liberties . . .from the 28, of December 1381, vnto the 27, of December 1582

(1583?), STC 16738.5; Bell, Londons Remembrancer (1665), sigs. A4V-B2; and the weekly issues

of The True Copie of all the Burials . . . , July 14-August 18 (1603), STC 16743.9 (I-5)- The
annual bill for 1603, A True Report of all the Burials (1604), STC 16739.5 (reproduced by Wilson,
facing p. 114), helps to explain the additions of 1603. For Bell, see also the appendix.
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The parishes of St. Bartholomew the Less a
effect, the two famous hospitals.

These 183 plague deaths suggest that in mi

was more severe in London than it had been at the same time in the two most

recent plague years, 1581 and 1582. It may have been yet more severe in
1593, and it was vastly more severe in the great plague year of 1603. The
figures for the same or similar weeks in three of these plague years are:

1581 86 September 14-21
1582 147 September 13-20
1603 1,851 September 15-22

Reliable figures exist for 1593, but not for individual weeks (see th
dix). The figure for 1603 includes 112 parishes, not 109. 16

While the summary says that the plague bill is for the week beg

September 14, it does not say in what year. Rixton's handwriting and
the plague bill both suggest a date in the last quarter of the sixteenth
or first decade or two of the seventeenth. The date September 14, how
and Rixton's remark in his note that "The terme is proclamd to begin

of october," because, by implication, of "the sicknes," allow for on

years during that period and beyond.
From 1574 to 1646, parish officials took the week's statistics about d
on Thursday mornings to the company of parish clerks at parish clerk

in Thames Street, opposite St. Martin Vintry. The company then c

the information and issued a plague bill described as running from Th

to Thursday.17 So September 14 must be a Thursday.

Rixton meant by his remark about the term that the plague had cau
authorities to issue a royal proclamation postponing Michaelmas term i
law courts until October 27. The plague was often bad in September, an

authorities often postponed Michaelmas term assuming that the
would abate when the weather was colder. The usual postponement
October 27, "the fourth return day," or " Mense Michaelis as the p

16. The figures for 1581 and 1582 come from Cecil MS. 208/6 at Hatfield, whos

Creighton printed in 1891 (I, 343-44), when they were probably more legible than they
That for 1603 comes from the plague bill for September 15-22 printed in The True C
16743.9 (ïo); in addition to figures for the 112 parishes in city wards within and wit
walls, it gives those for nine "out parishes" in Westminster, Middlesex, and Surrey (

deaths). The totals for September 15-22 also appeared in issues for October 6 onwar
one of which (14 for October 13-20) Wilson reproduced, facing p. 106.
17. Wilson, p. 204. All the dates mentioned in printed lists for 1603 ( The Trve Co
True Report) and in those for other years to 1646 are Thursdays, as are the dates in
208/6 (1577-1583), in The Number of all those that Hath Dyed (1582), and in Bell and
1646. The original plague bills were preserved at parish clerks' hall, but they and the
destroyed in the great fire of 1666. For the hall, see Stow, p. 215, also the map surveyed

Leake and others and drawn by Wenceslaus Hollar, An Exact Surveigh (1667), site 138
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tions have it, exactly four weeks after Michaelmas day. There were t

such postponements and proclamations from 1575 to 1636: in 1
1581-1582, 1592, 1603, 1606, 1609, 1625, 1630, and 1636.18 Sept

was a Thursday only in 1581, 1592, and 1609. The plague bill must be
one of those years.

The year cannot be 1609 because plague bills then included 121
not Rixton's 109. Besides, weekly totals of deaths in London from
and from plague for 1609 were reliably published in 1665: those for
beginning Septeihber 14 were 386 and 210, not the 377 and 183 o
bill. One can rule out 1581 because Lord Burghley had weekly tota
him and those from December 26, 1577, to January 31, 1583, survive
his papers in the Cecil MSS. For that week in 1581, deaths from
were 203 and from plague 86. 19 But by themselves the events in
from the autumn of 1592 to the spring of 1593 involving a ma
"Crich" and "Goodwyffe Hurde" can leave little doubt that the year i
The proclamation of that year is dated September 18.
The letter from which the fragment survives was typical of its ti
message was written on one side of a sheet of paper, the address on
The sheet was then folded so that only the address showed and was p
kept in that form by a wax seal. The few letters of the address that
must confirm that the letter was sent to Kingsdon - part of an "s,"
"d," then "on." Under these are the final letters, "thorns," of a le
word.

The two pieces of paper now hang as palimpsests in Park Far
having been cleaned, repaired, and mounted at the Somerset Reco
in Taunton, where photographic copies have been deposited. I t
below all the writing on both pieces, following the original spell
tuation, and layout. I have, however, normalized "I" and "J" and

ward stroke at the ends of words meaning "is" or "es" in medieval ti

often only "s" later (and always here). Abbreviations signified by

18. A Bibliography of Royal Proclamations of the Tudor and Stuart Sovereigns, ca
Steele (Oxford, 1910), nos. 696, 708, 719, 724, 760, 764, 852, 970, 1038, 1085, 1449,

The authorities also postponed Michaelmas term in 1593 because of the plague, but
one proclamation (no. 865, dated September 24) to say that the term had been post
to October 27 and then to November 3 (the fifth return day, Crastino Animarum ),
been moved to St. Albans. Had he written in 1 593, Rixton would have given Novem
than October 27. Besides, in 1593 September 14 was a Friday. In Paul L. Hughes's an

Lar kin's Tudor and Stuart Royal Proclamations (New Haven, 1964-1969, and Ox
1983), the relevant proclamations are the same but are numbered differently.

19. The two surviving summaries (one reproduced by Wilson, p. 198, the oth
Folger, 16743.8) and plague bill (PRO, S.P. 14/47/nos. 85-86) for 1609 all count 1
Bell printed (sig. B3V) and Wilson reprinted (p. 187) other figures for 1609. For 15
Ms. 208/6 (printed by Creighton, I, 343).
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viation mark I expand as italics, and passages
guessed at I supply in brackets. Among the n
ments in which I have modernized spelling

tion.

UNIVERSITY OF SASKATCHEWAN

THE PLAGUE BILL20

Andróes in Houlbourne
Ames Aldersgate

20. A modern version of the plague bill:

St. Andrew Holborn, 8

St. Anne Aldersgate, i
St. Bartholomew the Less, 3?

St. Botolph Aldersgate, 6
St. Botolph Bishopsgate, 8
St. Bride Fleet Street, 14
Christchurch Newgate, 4
St. Dunstan in the West, 2
St. Vedast Foster Lane, 1
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.
St.

George Southwark, 6
Gregory by Paul's, 1
Giles Cripplegate, 13?
John Zachary, 2
James Garlickhithe, 2
Katharine Coleman, 5
Leonard Foster Lane, 3

St.
St.
St.
St.

Leonard Eastcheap, 1
Magnus the Martyr, 1
Martin Vintry, 2
Michael Wood Street, 4

St.
St.
St.
St.
St.

Michael Paternoster Royal, 1
Mary Somerset, 1
Mary Aldermanbury, 1
Magdalen Old Fish Street, 1
Margaret New Fish Street, 2

St. Olave Southwark, 43
St. Peter Cheap, 1
St. Sepulchre, 28
St. Saviour Southwark, 8
St. Stephen Coleman Street, 1
St. Swithin London Stone, 2?
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Barthemew the lease nere smith[field, iij?]
Butolphes at aldersgate vj
Butolphes at Bishopsgate, viij
Brides parrish xiiij
Christes Church
Dunstones in ye weast

fibsters parrishe
Georges southwarke

G[regor]ies by paules
Gilles parrishes
Johns Zakarites
Jeames at garlithiue
Katherin

Colmans

Leonarde in fosterlane
Leonarde in Estchepe
Magines parishes
Martines vintrie

Michelis in woodstreete

Mihell in the Rialle
Marie summersete

Marie aldermanburie
Maudnes ould fishstreete
Marget new fishstreete

Ollifes in suthwarke xliij
peter in the Chep

Sepulchers parrishe xxviij
Sauiours parishe

Steuens in colmanstreete
Swithenes parrishes

Holy Trinity the Less, 2
St. Thomas the Apostle, 1
St. Thomas Southwark, 3?
St. Michael Bassishaw, 1

This Holy Trinity is the one in Queenhithe ward called t

Minories, was one of three city parishes outside the walls n
were St. Bartholomew the Great and St. Botolph Aldgate).
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Plate I. The MS of a weekly plague bill

Plate II. The reverse side of the MS with

for the City of London discovered in the

a summary of plague statistics for the week

stone work of Park Farmhouse, Kingsdon,

beginning September 14, 1592.

near Somerton, Somerset, in 1992.
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Plate III. Fragment of a MS letter addressed to Goodwife Hurde in the
hand of William Rixton found in the stone work of Park Farmhouse,
Kingsdon, near Somerton, Somerset, in 1992.

Plate IV.

The reverse of
the MS of
Rixton's Letter.
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Trinity parishes
Thomas apostell
Thomas parishe
Basshingshawe

THE SUMMARY AND NOTE2i

ffrom the Í4th to the ļ .9. **

[2 1 ?]th of September] Í4th to ļ 1U 111 XV1^

21. In the second line of the summary the missing number to signify the end of the week
should be "21," but Rixton's "th" after it suggests either that he wrote "20" not knowing the
method of plague bills or should have written "st." A modern version of the summary and note:
From the 14th to the)

[2i]th of September ) - 377
[dead of?] the plague - 183
parishes clear)
of the plague ) - 74
parishes infected - 35

Crich: Commendations, and
I have sent you three letters
with bills enclosed, and I

never could receive any
one letter from you since your
departure, which is contrary
to your promise made to me
at London. All your friends
in London are in health, God

be praised. The [law] term is
proclaimed to begin the 27th
of October. We have small

doings by reason of the sickness.
Yet I thank God it is no
nearer unto us than the alleys

as yet; there died two children
more out of the other alleys this

week. And although your
friends in London think

themselves forgotten of you,

[yet?] they remember you, all
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C xx

[dead of?] the plague - i - iiij - iij

[paļrishes Clearel **
of [paļrishes the plague J
parishes infeckted

Crich. Comendacions and

I haue sent you iij letters
[w]th bills enclosd and I

never Could receave any
one letter from you sence your
departure, which is Contrary
to your promise mad to me
at london All your freinds
in london are in healthe god
be praysed The terme is
proclamd to begin the 27th

of october/ we haue small

do[i]ngs by reson of the sicknes
yet I thanck god it is noe

nerer vnto vs then the alles

as yet ther dyed ij Cheldren

more out of the other alles this

weeke and allthoughe your
freinds in london thincks [sic]
themsevles řforgotten of you
[yet?] thay remember you all
with many commendations.
And thus for want of paper
and time I cease now, committing
you to God. Your fellow, William
Rixton
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[w]th many Comendacions
[an]d thus for want of paper

[a]nd time I sese now Comitting
you to god your fellow William
Rixton

THE FRAGMENT OF A LETTER22

Goodwyřfe Hurde. I h[ear]tely Commend
good healthe as my owne [a]tQ«e these are
yor lettre dated Instanter per Edmonde Masters
I haue sent you iij yereds of fine bla[ck]
xxvjs, ij yereds quibuscum of fine bla[ck] at xijs
at ijs ijd vijs vijd, & aliquibuscum of

ayered & of bugle Lace xxd,
in all whiche thinges I haue
had bine for my selfe/ and th
some of them all is iij" vijts?]
edmonde masters Lefte wth Jn°
a

[Only the ends of two words of the address survive on the back of the le

[King?]sdon
thorns

22. A modern version of the letter (italics indicate Latin expressions):

Goodwife Hurde: I heartily commend
good health as my own; atque [i.e., and so], these [i.e., this letter] are
your letter dated instanter [i.e., urgently] by [i.e., sent via] Edmund Masters
I have sent you three yards of fine black

26s., two yards quibuscum [i.e., with some] of fine black at 12s.
at 2s. 2d., 7s. 7d., and aliquibuscum [i.e., with others] of
aired and of bugle lace [i.e., lace with glass beads in it] 2od.,
in all which things 1 have
had been for myself, and th
sum of them all is £3 7s.
Edmund Masters left with John
a
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APPENDIX:

Figures for the plague in London, 1592 and 1593

A few figures for the London plagues of 1592 and 1593 appeared

in 1598. Then many more progressively appeared, especially d
infections, in 1603, 1625, 1636, and 1665. As the plague bill at

house helps to show, however, nearly all the figures are contradic

add up, or are historically impossible. Many were said by som
apply to 1592 and by others to 1593. Yet writers still use ev

dubious of them.

In his A Summarie of the Chronicles of England (1598), John Stow wrote that

from December 29, 1592 (a Friday), to December 20, 1593 (a Thursday):
17,893 had died of all causes and 10,675 of plague (pp. 438-39). His "29" is
probably a mistake for "21," because the annual figures ran from the Thursday before Christmas of one year to the Thursday before Christmas of the

next. In October 1603 two broadsides mainly about the current plague, one
issued by John Windet, "Printer to the Honourable City of London," printed

quite different figures. They declared that from December 20, 1592 (a
Wednesday), to December 23, 1593 (a Sunday), 25,886 had died of all causes

and 15,003 of plague and added that 2,000 had died of plague in 1592.
Another broadside printed the same figures in 162 5. 23 In 1627 William
Camden returned to something like Stow 's figures. He said in his Annales
rerum Anglicarum , that 17,890 had died of all causes (p. 65) in 1593, but he did
not say how many had died of plague or specify details of the period covered.

None of these works says how many parishes were counted.
In such a confrontation of figures one should probably believe Stow and
Camden, but more, much more was to follow.

In May 1636 the broadside of 1625 reappeared with the same figures as
before for 1593 and 1592. Then in October another broadside, M. P., Lord
Have Mercy Upon us, STC 19251.3, offered not only similar figures, 25,886
dead of all causes and 1 1 , 503 of plague, but weekly totals from, according to

the heading, March 17 to December 22, 1593. These totals should, presumably, add up to 25,886 and 1 1,503, but they actually add up to 26, 177 dead of
23. Windet's broadside is The Trve Copie, STC 16743.9 (13-23), issued weekly, in which he
printed plague bills beginning with that of July 14-21. To the bill of October 6-13 and all those
until the end of the year, he added weekly summaries from July 14 and a headnote giving figures
for 1593 and 1592. When the series resumed in 1604, STC 16743. 1 1, he omitted the summaries
and the headnote. The other broadside is A True Bill of the Whole Number that Hath Died, STC
16743.2,3, printed for John Trundle; it appeared twice, with the same summaries from July 14 to
October 6, then 20, 1603, and much the same headnote, format, and typography. The broadside
of 1625 is The Red-Crosse, STC 20823, also by Trundle and also with much the same headnote.

When it reappeared in 1636, STC 20824, it was issued by Henry Gosson.
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all causes and 11,593 of plague. Although

figures stop at December 15. In 1593 the dat
not Thursdays. The figures for the weeks th

plague bill at Park Farmhouse are:
621
629
450
408

dead
dead
dead
dead

of
of
of
of

all
all
all
all

causes
causes
causes
causes

and
and
and
and

451
349
130
327

of
of
of
of

plague,
plague,
plague,
plague,

Septem
Septem
Septem
Septem

The 130 plague deaths for the week begin
typographical mistake, perhaps for 330 (se
In 1637 a broadside issued by a different
October 1636 in its title, format, content
Lord Have Mercy Upon Vs, STC 4273, prin
with three changes. The year is given as 1

deaths are different, at least one of which m

figure for July 7-14 is 258 instead of 958; t

figures for the weeks just before and afte
figure is 323 for the week of September
Despite these new figures, the inaccurate g
more inaccurate. In 1 592 the dates of the to
but Fridays.
A rush of publications about plague app
1665, and at least six of them (some in sev
totals for 1592 or 1593 as follows:

General Bills of Mortality, SR July 1, 1665 - 159
John Gadbury, London's Deliverance Predicted,
John Graunt, Natural and Political Observations .
Reflections on the Weekly Bills of Mortality, STC

Londons Lord Have Mercy upon us, STC L2937 London's Loud Cry es to the Lord by Prayer, STC

All repeat the two new figures of 1637. M

also give new figures for March 1 7 and then
to the next week and the other old figures i
old figures, therefore, are for a week later t
those for the week of September 1 5 to 22 ar

plague), and the totals now go to Decembe
17 are 203 and 3. All these publications re
1637, but those totals should now be: 26,380

plague, if one ignores the new figures of 16
these publications give only the figures for
tio Civitatis , STC L277, gives, as for 1592, o

One, Reflections , gives these grand tota
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totals parish by parish for 1593. The new totals include figures
parishes not counted until 1603 and later including the pesthouse,
until 1595 (see Wilson, pp. 78-79). The totals for the 109 parishes
from at least 1582 until 1603 are probably: 28,087 dead of all ca
16,846 of plague, but something is wrong even here because for two
there are more plague deaths than all deaths - 209 and 477 for on
and 139 for the other. The totals for all parishes are: 41,769 dead of
and 26,005 of plague. One edition of this work (BL, G. 19187 [8]) adds
1593, the weekly totals first printed in 1636 and 1637 as they appear
works of 1665, but of plague deaths only.
In the five editions of his well-known book Graunt wrote that he

not depend upon the sufficiency of" the recorded figures for 15
(which, he implied, he had before him), because they were muc
rupted since." Yet in a list of deaths in five great plagues, he ga

" March to December ," 1592, the inaccurate grand totals printed in 1

1637 and then new figures, 17,844 dead of all causes and 10,662 of pl

" Anno 1593," by implication also for March to December, since
figures (for 1603) are "within the same space of time."24 Moreov
two editions of 166$ and one of 1676, he appended, as for 1592,
form of the weekly totals printed in 1636 and 1637.
II

In 1665, John Bell, the clerk of the company of parish clerks, wrote a
pamphlet, Londons Remembrancer , "only" to condemn weekly lists of old
plague figures published in that year. They contained, he wrote, "gross
mistakes . . . imposed upon the World by divers Ignorant Scribblers ." He
especially condemned the author of Reflections (now, perhaps wrongly, taken
to be Graunt) for giving more people "in some years to die of the Plague " than
the true records gave "to die in all Bell also insisted that 1593 was "the first

year in which any Accompt of the . . . Burials was kept. I cannot find any
Record of more antiquity then that of this Year in . . . Parish Clerks Hall."
The account for 1593 that Bell could find consisted only of the annual totals

from December 21, 1592, to December 20, 1593 (both Thursdays) which, he
wrote, were: 17,844 dead of all causes and 10,662 of plague - Graunt 's
figures but with credible inclusive dates (sigs. A3, A4V).
Later in his pamphlet Bell suggested that the weekly totals printed in 1636

and 1637 and said to be for 1592 or 1593 were "gleaned from some false
24. For Graunt's book see the two editions of 1662, STC G1599 (pp. 4, 33) and G1599A
(PP- 3. 31)» those of 1665, STC G1600-01 (pp. 6, 65 in both); and that of 1676, STC G1602 (pp.

1-2, 46).
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scattered Papers printed in" those and othe
and 1625 (sigs. Dl-Dlv). He may have thoug

first printed in broadsides of 1603 are simila

totals (the broadsides of 1603; 25,886 dead
the weekly totals: 25,886 dead of all cause

because either of the figures for plague looks

the other.

Bell's totals for 1 593 should be right. He said

and he was the person who had readiest acc
figures are more or less confirmed by their

Stow's, Camden's, and Graunt's books.
Ill

Academic demographers and historians of medicine and the stage have been
looking at these figures for more than a hundred years and have arrived at
some peculiar conclusions.
Curiously, they have been loath to accept Bell's figures. Because Creighton (I, 351-56) had read Bell, he did not mention figures for 1592 and he
thought the weekly totals first printed in 1636 and 1637 were "not genuine
for 1593," whatever their source. But he tried to arrive at reliable figures for
!593 by conflating Bell's figures as found in Graunt (and, he thought, in
Stow) and those in the broadsides of 1603. C. H. Hull thought the weekly
totals referred to 1592 and are "preposterous," "spurious," even fraudulent,
but he offered no other figures for either 1592 or 1593. E. K. Chambers
studied figures for 1592 and 1593, but not Bell's, and added a hundred to
Stow 's figure for plague deaths because of a typographical error in the
version of Stow he used. He then decided, without enthusiasm, that he could
apply the weekly totals of 1636 and 1637 and other figures to 1593. 25 Wilson

(pp. 193-94 n.) shrewdly avoided dealing with the weekly totals and the
other figures for 1592 and 1593.

More recent writers have ignored 1592, or even denied that it was a
25. Hull, The Economic Writings of Sir William Petty (Cambridge, Eng., 1899), II, 426-27 n. 2
(but see also II, 426 n. 1). Stow gave two sets of figures, one for parishes "within the walls ^ 8,598 deaths from all causes and 5,390 from plague - the other for parishes outside the walls and
in the liberties - 9,295 and 5,285 (=17,893 and 10,675). Presumably these parishes are the 109
counted in the plague bill at Park Farmhouse and from at least 1582 to 1603. Presumably, too,
Bell's and Camden's figures are for the same parishes. Stow's figures appeared in editions of his
Summarie from 1598 onward. They also appeared in editions of his Annales from 1600 onward
but with 100 more plague deaths outside the walls and in the liberties (5,385). Because his total of
plague deaths (10,675) did not also gain 100 in the Annales and is therefore correct only for the
figures in the Summarie, one must conclude that the extra 100 plague deaths in the Annales are the
result of a typographical error.
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year "of great mortality" because of plague, although abundant
numerical, evidence suggests that it was. Indeed, the plague of

gether with that of 1593, caused a famous crisis in the history of th

stage. For the demographer, an event without numbers may seem
These writers have also dealt with 1593 in uncritical ways. J. F. D

bury mentioned Stow's figures with, like Chambers, a hundred extra
deaths, and then in his tables used the impossible parish totals of Ref

(not from the edition of 1665 but from a version of 1721). Ian Su

accepted the weekly totals of 1636 and 1637 as accurate for 1593 in th

printed in both years - without choosing between 130 and 330 or
ing the two new figures of 1637 - and in his tables used only St

rately). Roger Finlay used Bell's figures for 1593 but as found in Gra

so covering only March to December. Paul Slack seems to have a
both the weekly totals of 1636 and 1637 and the impossible parish

Reflections as reliable for 1593, but he used Stow 's figures (accuratel
tables without saying whose figures they are.26
IV

The weekly totals first printed in 1636 and 1637 cannot be for 1592, when, as
the plague bill at Park Farmhouse must show, the company of parish clerks
issued weekly figures on Thursdays, as it had done since 1 574. They could be

for 1593 only if from March 17 to December 22 of that year the company
issued figures on Saturdays, as it had done in the 1530s, and then reverted to
Thursdays. But the company could hardly issue weekly figures on Saturdays

and keep the annual account from a Thursday to a Thursday.
From 1574 to 1636 the dates of the weekly totals were Thursdays in ten
years, but the plague was bad enough to cause the numbers of deaths given in
the totals in only three, 1603, 1625, and 1636. For all three, weekly figures

were officially published and bear no resemblance to those in the totals.27
26. Shrewsbury, A History of Bubonic Plague in the British Isles (Cambridge, Eng., 1971), pp.
226-28 (see also A Collection of Very Valuable and Scarce Pieces Relating to the Last Plague [1721], pp.

62-65). Sutherland, "When Was the Great Plague," in Population and Social Change, ed. D. V.
Glass and Roger Revelle (New Haven, 1972), pp. 317, 300, 303. Finlay, Population and Metropolis,
the Demography of London 1380-1630 (Cambridge, Eng., 1981), pp. 118, 155. Slack, The Impact of
Plague in Tudor and Stuart England (London, 1985), pp. 147, 151, 374 n. 6; in a second study Slack
gave only Stow's figures, accurately: "Metropolitan Government in Crisis," in The Making of the
Metropolis, London 1300-1700, ed. A. L. Beier and Roger Finlay (London, 1986), pp. 62, 77n. 2. It
is Sutherland, p. 288n. 1, who doubts that 1 592 was a year of great mortality because of plague.
E. A. Wrigley and R. S. Schofield use Sutherland's figures for London before 1610 in their The
Population History of England 1341-1871 (Cambridge, Mass., 1981); see esp. pp. 80-81.

27. Compare, e.g., the figures cited above for September 1-29, with those for the same
period among the printed plague bills for 1603 (STC 16743.9 [8-1 1]) and 1636 (STC 1674$ [18-
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Before 1574, the plague was bad enough
issued on Fridays (see Wilson, p. 204) and
Wednesdays.
One is left with three possibilities. The weekly totals belong to some year

before 1563, or are the result of some strange account-keeping in 1593, or
are, as Bell thought, a media fiction. One might well put ones money on
Bell and guess that someone created the fiction in the year in which it first

appeared, 1636, when the dates of the totals were Thursdays.
In any case, the only reliable figures for the plague of 1592 in the 109
parishes then counted in London are those of the plague bill at Park Farmhouse. From September 14 to 21, as we have seen, these figures are: 377 dead

of all causes and 183 of plague. Gratifyingly, these figures are easily high
enough to account for the beginning of a crisis in the history of the English
stage. The only reliable figures for the plague of 1 $93 in evidently the same
109 parishes are those Bell gave in his grand totals for the year. As we have

also seen, t;hese are, from December 21, 1592 to December 20, 1593: 17,844
dead of all causes and 10,662 of plague,28 and they certainly account for a
continuation of the crisis.

22]) and the weekly totals for 1625 printed by Graunt (sig. B4). Wilson reprinted the figures for

1603 and 1625 (pp. 93, 136-37)28. Chambers introduced figures for 1593 that no one else has considered. In August and
September, Philip Henslowe, who was at home in Southwark, mentioned the plague in three
surviving letters to his son-in-law, the actor Edward Alleyn, who was touring with Lord
Strange's men. In an undated letter evidently belonging to early August he wrote that 1,603 had
died in London of all causes "this laste weacke" and 1 , 1 3 5 of plague, "the greatest that came yet."

On August 14, he thought 1,700 or 1,800 had died there "of all syckneses ... in one weacke."
On September 28 he wrote that 43 5 fewer had died in London of the plague in the last two weeks

and 1,100 or 1,200 "in all . . . this laste weack." The relevant figures in the weekly totals,

July 28 to August 4 1,550 797
August 4 to 1 1 1,532 651
September 15 to 22 450 130 (330?),
do not compare well with Henslowe's. See Henslowe's Diary, pp. 277, 279, 281.
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